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A mobile ad hoe network consists of wireless hosts that may move
often. Movement of hosts results in a change in routes, requiring
some mechanism for determining new routes. Seved routing pro-
tocols have hady been proposed for ad hoc networks. This paper
suggests art approach to utitize location tifornration (for instance,
obtained using the global positioning system) to improve perfor-
mance of routing protmols for ad hm networks.

By using location information, the propsed bcafion-Aided
Routing (M) protocols limit the search for anew route to a smaller
“request zone” of the ad hoc network. This results in a significant
reduction in the number of routing messages. We present two d-
gorhhtns to determine the reguest zone, and rdso suggest potential
Optitnizatiortsto our dgonthms.

1 Introduction

Mobfie ad hw networks consist of wireless mobtie hosts that com-
municate with each other, in the absence of a fixed ittfrastmctttre.1
Rotttesbetween two hosts in a Mobtie Ad hoc NE~ork ~ANE~
may consist of hops through other hosts in the network [7]. Host
mobitity can cause frequent unpredictable topology changes. There-
fore, the task of finding and maintaittiig routes in MANET is non-
trivial. Many prot~ols have been proposed for mobile ad hm net-
works, with the god of achieving efficient routing [6,9, 11, 12, 14,
16,17,18,21,23,24, 28]. These dgonthrns differ in the approach
used for searehirtg a new route artdor modl~lng a known route,
when hosts move.

h this paper, we suggest an approach to decreme overhead of
route discovery by tstilrtg Iwation information for mobile hosts.
Such Ioeation information maybe obtained using the global ~si-
tioning system (GPS) [10, 22]. We demonstrate how location in-
formation may be used by means of two bcation-AZed Routing
&AR) protocols for route discovery. The LAR protocols use Ioca-
tion information (which maybe out of date, by the time it is used)
to reduce the search space for a desired route. Ltiting the search
space restdts in fewer route discovery messages.
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2 Related Work

Design of routing protocols is a crucial problem in mobtie ad hoc
networks [7, 25], and several routing dgorithnts have been devel-
oped (e.g., [6, 9, 11, 12, 14, 16, 17, 18,21,23,24, 28]). One desir-
able qttrdhative property of a routing protocol is that it should adapt
to the tic patterns [8]. Johnsonmtd Mrdtz [15, 16] point out that
conventional routing protocols are insufficient for ad hoc networks,
since the amount of routing related traffic may waste a large por-
tion of the wireless bandwidth, especially for protocols that use
periodic updates of routing tables. They proposed using Dynamic
Source Routing @SR), which is based on ondenrand route dis-
covery. A number of protocol optimization are dso proposed
to reduce the route discovety overhead. Perkins and Royer [23]
present the AODV (Ad hoc On Demand Distance vector routing)
protocol that dso uses a demand-driven route establishment pro-
cedure. More recent TORA ~empodly-Ordered Routing Algo-
rithm) [21] is designed to minimize reaction to topological changes
by locWmg routing-related messages to a small set of nodes near
the change. Hass and Pearlmrm [12] attempt to combine proactive
and reactive approaches in the Zone Routing Protocol ~RP), by
inhiathtg route discove~ phase ondemartd, but timits the scope
of the proactive procedure ody to the initiator’s Iocrd neighbor-
hood. Also, ZRP Emits @pology update propagation to the neigh-
borhood of the chmge. There is a recent approach for compara-
tive performance evahtation of seved routing protocols proposed
in MANET [26].

The existing MANET routing rdgorithms do not take into ac-
count the physical location of a destination node. h this paper, we
propose two dgonthtns to reduce route discovery overhead using
location information. Similar ideas have been applied to develop
selective paging for cellular PCS @ersortd Contnurrtication Ser-
vice) networks [4]. h selective paging, the system pages a selected
subset of cells close to the last reported l~ation of a mobfle hos~
This allows the location tracking cost to be decreased. We propose
and evahrate art artdogous approach for routing in MANET. Met-
ricom is a packet radio system using location information for the
muting purpose [19]. The Metricom network infrastructure con-
sists of fixed base stations whose precise location is determined
using a GPS receiver at the time of instigation. Metricom uses
a geographicdy based routing scheme to defiver packets between
base stations. Thus, a packet is forwarded one hop closer to its firtrd
destination by comparing the location of packet’s destination with
the location of the node currently holding the packe~ h a survey
of potential applications of GPS, Dorntnety and Jairt [10] briefly
suggest use of location information in ad hoc networks, though
they do not elaborate on how the information maybe used. Other
researchers have dso suggested that location information should
be used to improve (qttditatively or quantitatively) performance of
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a mobfle computing system [27, 29]. A routing and addressing
method to integrate the concept of physicrd location @eographic
coordinates), into the current design of the hteme~ has been inves-
tigated in [13, 20].

3 LocatiomAided Routing(LAR) Protocols

3.1 Route Discovery Using Flooding

h this paper, we explore the possibfity of using location infor-
mation to improve performrmce of routing protocols for ~NET.
As Nus@tion, we show how a route discovery protocol based on
jooding can be improved. The route discovery dgoriti using
flooding is described next (Ms rdgoriti is stiar to Dynamic
Source Routing [15, la). men a node S needs to find a route
to node D, node S broadcasts a route request message to W its
neighbors2 - hereafter, node S wti be referred to as the sender and
node D as the destimtion. A node, say X, on receiving a route re-
quest message, compares the desired destination with its own iden-
tier. E there is a match, it means that the request is for a route
to itse~ fi.e., node ~. Otherwise, node X broadcasts tie request to
its neighbom -to avoid redundmt ~smissions of route requests,
anode X ody broadcasts a pticular route request once (repeated
reception of a route request is detected using sequence numbers).
Figure 1 ~ustrates this dgoriti. k this figure, node S needs to
determine a route to node D. Therefore, node S broadcasts a route
request to its neighbors. men nodes B and C receive the route re-
ques~ they forward it to d their neighbors. men node X receives
the route request from B, it forwards the request to its neighbom.
However, when node X receives the same route request horn C,
node X simply discards the route reques~
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Figure 1: Mustition of flooding

As the route request is propagatedto various nodes, the pathfol-
Iowed by the request is included in the route request packet Using
the above flooding rdgorithm, provided that the intended destina-
tion is reachable from the sender, the destination shodd eventudy
receive a route request message. On receiving tie route reques~
the destination responds by sending a route reply message to the
sender- the route reply message fo~ows a path that is obtained by
reversing the path foflowed by the route request received by D (the
route request message includes tie path traversed by the request).

It is possible that the destination W not receive a route request
message (for instance, when it is unreachable from the sender, or
route requests are lost due to transmission errors). h such cases,
the sender needs to be able to re-initiate route discovery. Therefore,
when a sender initiates route discovery, it sets a timeou~ E during
tie timeout interval, a route reply is not received, then a nW route
discovery is initiated (the route request messages for this route dis-
covery W use a different sequence number than the previous route
discovery - rec~ that sequence numbers are useful to detect mul-
tiple receptions of the same route request). Timeout may occur if
the destination does not receive a route reques~ or if the route reply
message from tie destination is 10SL

Route discovery is initiated either when the sender S detects
that a previously determined route to node D is broken, or ifS does
not know a route to the destination. k our implementation, we
assume that node S can know that the route is broken ordy if it at-
tempts to use the route. men node S sends a data packet along a
particular route, anode along that path returns a mute error mes-
sage, if the next hop on the route is broken. men node S receives
the route error message, it initiates route discovery for destination
D.

men using the above dgori~ observe that the route request
wodd reach every node that is reachable tim node S @tentiWy,
W nodes in the ad hoc network). Using location information, we
attempt to reduce the number of nodes to whom route request is
propagated.

Dynamic source routing @SR) [15, la and adhoc on~emand
distance vectorrouting (AOD~ [23] protocols proposedpreviously
are both based on vtiations of flooding. DSR and AODV *O use
some optimization - seved of these opdrnizations as we~ as other
optirnizations suggested in this paper can be used in conjunction
with the proposed algorithms. However, for sirnpficity, we Mt
our discussion to the basic flooding dgonthm, and location-aided
route discove~ based on “tited’ flooding.

3.2 Prefiminarie6

Location Information

The proposed approach is termed bcation-Aided Routing @R),
as it makes use of location information to reduce routing overhead.
hcation information usedin the LAR protocol maybe provided by
the Global Positioning System (GPS) [2,3, 10, 22]. Whh the avd-
abfity of GPS, it is possible for a mobfle host to know its phys-
ical locations. k retity, position information provided by GPS
includes some amount of error, which is the difference between
GPS-crdcdated coordinates and the red coordinates. For instance,
NAVSTAR Global Positioning System has positional accuracy of
about 50-100 meters and Differential GPS offers accuracies of a
few meters [2, 3]. k our initird discussion, we assume that each
host knows its current location preckely (i.e., no error). However,
the ideas suggested here crm dso be appfied when the location is
known ody approximately - the Performance Evaluation section
considers this possibtity.

k this paper, we assume that the mobfie nodes are moving in a
two%ensiond plane.

Expected Zone and Requmt Zone

Expected Zone: Consider a node S that needs to tid a route
to node D. Assume that node S knows that node D was at location
L at time to, and that the current time is tl. Then, the “~ected
zone” of node D, tim the viewpoint of node S at time ti, is tie
region that node S expects to contain node D at time tl.Node S
can determine the expected zone based on the knowledge that node
D was at location L at time to.For instance, if node S knows that
node D travels with average speed v, then S may assume that the
expected zone is the circtiar region of radius v(tl – to), centered
at location L (see Figure 2(a)). K actual speed happens to be larger
than the average, then the desdnation may actudy be outside the
expected zone at time tl.Thus, expected zone is otiy an estimate
made by node S to determine a region that potenti~y contains D
at time tl.

E node S does not know a previous location of node D, then
node S cannot reasonably determine the expected zone - in this
case, the entire region that may potentidy be occupied by the ad

2Tw0nodes sre tid to k nei@borsif hey m cosrnnutim~ titi ~ti otier over
a tieless W
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h tis case, ourhoc network is assumed to be the expected zone.
dgonthrn reduces to the b=ic flooding dgonthm. h gened, hav-
ing more information regarding mobfity of a destination node, can
resdt in a stier expected zone. For instance, if S knows that
destination D is moving north, then the circtiar expected zone in
Figure 2(a) can be reduced to a semicircle, as in Figure 20).

L

Figure 2 &amples of qectedzone

Request Zone: Agti, consider node S that needs to determine
a route to node D. The proposed LAR algorithms use flooding with
one mtication. Node S defines (imphcifly or expticidy) a request
zone for the route reques~ A node forwards a route request only
r~it belongs to tie request zone (urdike the flooding algorithm in
Section 3.1). To increase the probabtity that the route request W
reach node D, the request zone should include the ~ected zone
(described above). Additional, the request zone may dso include
other regions around the request zone. There are two reasons for
m

● When the expected zone does not include host S, a pati tim
host S to host D must include hosts ou~ide the expected
zone. Therefore, additiond region must be included in the
request zone, so that S and D both belong to the request zone
(for instance, as shown in Figure 3(a)).

● The request zone in Figure 3(a) includes the expected zone
tim Figure 2(a). k this an adequate request zone? h the ex-
ample in Figure 3@), M paths from S to D include hosts that
aze outside the request zone. Thus, there is no gumtee that
a path can be found consisting ody of the hosts in a chosen
request zone. Therefore, if a route is not discovered within
a suitable timeout period, our protocol Wows S to initiate a
new route discoveV with an expanded request zone – in our
sirmdations, the expanded zone includes the entire network
space. hs this even~ however, the latency in determiningg the
route to D M be longer (as more than one round of route
request propagation WMbe needed).

Note that the probabihty of finding a path on tie tit at-
tempt) can be increased by increasing the size of the initial
request zone (for instance, see Figure 3(c)). However, route
discovery overhead dso increases with the size of the request
zone. Thus, there exisk a &de-off between latency of route
determination and tie message overhead.

3.3 Determining Membership of Request Zones

As noted above, our LAR dgoriti are essentidy identicd to
flooding, with the modification that anode that is@ in the request
zone does not forward a route request to its neighbom.4 Thus, im-

‘~~ ti~ h tie floodingtigoriti, a node fomards a route rquest if it hm not
rmived the rquest &fore md it is not tie intendeddestination.
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Figure 3: Request zone An edge bween two nodes means that
they are neighbors

plementing LAR dgonti requires that a node be able to deter-
mine if it is in the request zone for a partictiar route request - the
two LAR dgorhhms presented here differ in the manner in which
this determination is made.

L~ Scheme 1

Gur first scheme uses a request zone that is rectan~azin shape (re-
fer to Figure 4). Assume that node S knows that node D was at lo-
cation (X~, Y~) at time tO. At dme ti,node S initiates anew route
discove~ for destination D. We assume that node S dso bows the
average speedu with which D can move. Using this, node S defies
the expected zone at time tlto be the circle of radius R=v(tl – to)
centered at location (X~, Y~).

hs our fit LAR dgonthrn, we define the request zone to be the
sdest rectangle that includes current location of S and tie ex-
pected zone (the circtiar region defied above), such that the sides
of the rectangle are ptiel to the X and Y axes. h Figure 4(a),
the request zone is the rectangle whose comers are S, A, B and C,
whereas in Figure 4@), the rectangle has comers at points A, B,
C and G - note tha~ in this figure, current location of node S is
denoted as (X,, Y,).

me source node S can thus determine the four comers of the
expected zone. S includes their coordinates with the route request
message transmitted when inhiating route discovery. When a node
receives a route reques~ it discards the request if the node is not
within the rectangle specfied by the four comers included in the
route reques~ For instance, in Figure 4(a), if node I receives the
mute request from anotier node, node I forwards the request to
its neighbors, because I determines that it is within the rectan@ar
request zone. However, when node J receives the route reques~
node J discards the reques~ as node J is not within the request zone
(see Figure 4(a)).

When node D receives the route request message, it repfies by
sending a route reply message (as in tie flooding rdgorithm). How-
ever, in case of LAR, node D includes its current location and cur-
rent time in the route reply message. When node S receives this
route reply message (ending its route discove~), it records the lo-
cation of node D. Node S can use this information to determine the
request zone for a fiture route discovery. ~t is dso possible for
D to include its current speed, or average speed over a recent time
interval, with the route reply message. This information codd be
used in a future route discovery. hour simtiations, we assume that
d nodes know each other’s average speed.)

Size of the request zone: Note that the size of the rectan~ar
request zone above is proportional to (i) average speed of move-
ment u, and (ii) time elapsed since the last known location of the
destination was recorded. hs our implementation, the sender comes



to know location of the destination ordy at tie end of a route dis-
covery (as noted in tie previous paragraph). At low speeds, route
discoveries occur after long intervals, because routes break less of-
ten (tius, tl– tois large). So, dtbough factor ~) above is sm~,
factor (ii) becomes large at low speeds, potentidy restiting in a
larger request zone. At high speeds as we~, for stiar reasons, a
large request zone may be observed. So, in genemJ, a smtier re-
quest zone may occur at speeds that are neither too smd, nor too
line. For low smeds, it is mssible to reduce tie size of the reauest
zo;e by piggyb~cking the ~wation information on other packek, in
addition to route repties (this optimization is not evaluated here).

Request fine
Nemo& Spose

(a) Source node outside the Expected ~ne

)G ~-~ Yd-R) ‘*YW -‘C~d+~ Yd-R)

Request %ne

~) Source node witin tie Expcctd tine

Figure 4 L~ scheme 1

L~ Scheme 2

h L~ scheme 1, source S expficitiy specifies the request zone in
its route request message. k scheme 2, node S includes two pieces
of information with its route requesb

● Assume that node S knows the location (X~, Yd) of node
D at some time to - the time at which route discovery is
initiated by node S is tl,where tl~ to.Node S cdcdates
its distance from location (X~, Y~), denoted as DIST., and
includes this distance with the route request message.
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● me coordinates (Xd, Yd) are rdso included with the route
request

men anode I receives the route request horn sender node S, node
I crdctiates its distance horn location (X~, Y~),denoted as DISTi,
and

●

●

For some parameter 6, if DIST, + 6 ~ DIST~, tien node I
forwards the request to its neighbors. men node I forwards
the route reques~ it now includes DIST; md (X~, Yd) in
the mute request @e., it replaces the DIST, value received
in tie route request by DIST~, before forwarding the route
request).

Else DIST, + 8< DISTi. h this case, node I discardsthe
route request

men some node J receives the mute request (originated by
node S) from node I, it appfies a criteria stiar to abov~ K node
J has received this request previously, it discards the request Oti-
erwise, node J cdcdates its distance from (X~, Yd), denoted as
DISTj. NOW,

● me mute request received from I includes DISTi. KDISTi
+6 ~ DISTj, then node J forwards the request to its neigh-
bors (urdess node J is the destination for the route request).
Before forwarding tie reques~ J replaces the DISTi value
in the route request by DISTj.

● Else DISTi + J < DISTj. h thiscase,node J diSCNdS he

requesL

~us, a node J forwards a route request forwarded by I (originated
by node S), if J is “at most d farthef’ horn (X~, Yd) than node I.
For the purpose of petiorrnance evaluation, we use 6 = O in the
next section. Non-zero J maybe used to trade~ff the probabfity
of finding a route on the tit attempt with the cost of tiding the
route. Non-zero 6 may dso be appropriate when location error is
non-zero, or when the hosts am Wely to move si@cant distances
during the time required to petionn route discove~.

Figure 5 Nustrates the difference between the two L~ schemes.
Consider Figure 5(a) for L~ scheme 1: men nodes I and K re-
ceive tie route request for node D (originated by node S), they for-
ward the route reques~ as both I and K are within the rectan@ar
request zone. On the otier hand, when node N receives tie route
requesg it discards the reques~ as N is outside the rectan~ar re-
quest zone. Now consider Figure So) for L~ scheme 2 (assume
6 = O): Men nodes N and I receive the route request from node
S, both forward the route request to heir neighbors, because N and
I are both closer to (Xd, Y~) than node S. men node K receives
tie route request from node I, node K discards the route reques~ as
K is farther tim (Xd, Yd) than node I. Observe that nodes N and
K take different actions when using the two L~ schemes.

Error in Location Estimate

k the above, we assume that each node knows its own location
accurately. However, in reti~ Were maybe some error in the esti-
mated location. Let e denote the maximum error in the coordinates
estimated by a node. ~us, if a node N betieves that it is at location
(X., Y=), then the actual location of node N may be anywhere in
the circle of radius e centered at (Xn, Yn).

h the next section, we W refer to e as location error. h tie
above L~ schemes, we assume that node S obtied the location
(Xd, Y~) of node D at time to, tim node D @rhaps in the route
reply message during the previous route discove~). ~us, node S
does not know the acturd location of node D at time to - the actual
location is somewherein the circle of radius e centered at (Xd, Y~).
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To take the location error e into accoung we modi~ LAR scheme
1 so that the expected zone is now a circle of radius e + v(tl – tO).
The request zone may now be bigger, as it must include the larger
request zone. Apart from this, no other change is needed in the
dgorithrn. As the request zone size increases with e, the routing
overhead may be larger for large e. We make no modifications to
LAR scheme 2, even when location error e is non-zero. However,
the performance of scheme 2 may degrade with large location er-
ror, because with larger e, there is a higher chance that the request
zone used by the scheme W not include a path to tie destination

ing algorithms. Three routing protocols were sinudated - flooding,
LAR scheme 1 and LAR scheme 2. We studied seved cases by
varying the number of nodes, transmission range of each node, and
moving speed.

4.1 Simulation Model

Number of nodes in the network was chosen to be 15, 30 and 50
for different sirntiation runs. me nodes in the ad hoc network are
confined to a 1000 unit x 1000 unit square region. Wtid locations

(restiting ~ a timeout and another route dscovem). We brieflv ~ and Y coordinates) of the nodes are obtained using a uniform. .
evaluate-the case of e >0 at the end of the next section.
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Figure 5 Comparison of the two LAR schemes

4 Petiwmance Evaluation

To evaluate our schemes, we performed simtiations using modified
version of a network simulator, MaRS Maryland Routing Simda-
tor) [5]. MaRS is a discrete-event simtiator buflt to provide a flex-
ible platform for the ev~uation and comparison of nehvork rout-
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&stibution.
We assume that each node moves continuously, without pausing

at any location. Wch node moves with an average speed v. The
actual speed is unifotiy distributed in the range v - a and v + ~

unitisecond, where, we use a = 1.5 when v < 10 and a = 2.5
when u ~ 10. We consider average speeds (v) in the range 1.5 to
32.5 unitisec.

Each node makes seved “moves” during the simtiation. A
node does not pause between moves. ~g a given move, anode
travels distance d, where d is exponenti~y distributed with mean
20 units. The direction of movement for a given move is chosen
randotiy. For each such move, for a given avemge speed v, the
actual speed of movement is chosen unifotiy distributed between
[v – a,v + a]. Eduring a move (over chosen distance dj, a node
“hhs” a W~ of the 1000x1OOOregion, tie node bo~ces ad con.
tinues to move after reflection, for the remaining portion of distance
d.

Two mobfie hosts are considered disconnected if they are out-
side each other’s transmission range. M nodes have the same
~smission range. ‘For the sinndations, transmission range va-
luesof 200, 300,400, and 500 units were used. N wireless Ws
have the same bandwidth, 100 ~ytes per second.

h our sirmdation, sinndation time is inversely proportional to
the average speed. For instance, simtiations for average speed 1.5
unitisec run 4000 seconds of execution, whereas about 1333 sec-
onds for average speed 4.5 units/see. As the average speed is in-
creased, for a given sinndation time, the number of moves simu-
lated increases. Thus, dtiough the simtiations at Werent speeds
are for the same mobtity model, as speed is increased, a partictiar
cordiguration (for instance, partition) that may not have occurred
at a lower speed can occur at the higher speed b the other hand
a configuration that did occur at a lower speed lasts a shotier time
when the speed is higher.

For the sinndation, a sender and a destination ae chosen ran-
dotiy. Any data packets that cannot be defivered to the destination
due to a broken route are simply dropped. The source generates 10
data packets per second (on averagej, with the time between two
packets being exponentitiy distributed. The data rate was chosen
low to speed up the sirmdation. However, this has the impact of
sending SW number of packets between two route discoveries (as
compared to when the source continuously sends packets). This,
in turn, restits in higher number of routing packets per data packet
(defined below).

When using the LAR schemes for route discovery, the sender
first uses our dgonthm to determine a route – if a route reply is
not received within a timeout interval, the sender uses the flooding
algorithm to tid the route. The timeout interval is 2 seconds on
average.

h our sinndations, we do not model the delays that may be in-
troduced when multiple nodes attempt to transmit simdtaneously.
Transmission errors are dso not considered.

,- ,.-... . ---- . -. -—. -.. —



4.2 Simulation Results

~tidy, we assume that a node knows its current location accu-
rately, without any error. At the end of this section, we briefly
consider the impact of location error on performance of our sdgo-
rithms.

h tie fo~owing, the term “datapackets” (or DP) is used to refer
to the data packets received by the destination-the number of data
packets received by the destination is ~erent from nurnberof data
packets sent by the sender, because some data packets are lost when
a route is broken. k the fo~owing, the term “routing packets” (or
RP) is used to refer to the routing related packets (i.e., route reques~
route reply and route error) received by various nodes - number
of such packets received is different horn number of packets sent,
because a single broadcast of a routerequest packet by some node
is received by all its neighbors (also, some of these packets cotid
be lost due to broken routes).

12, I

(a) Number of RPs perDP
lm

Mael +
MxMe2 +

@) Percentage hprovement

Figure 6 For30 nodes, andtransroission range 300units: (a) Num-
ber of Ws per DP versus Average Speed, @) Percentage of h-
provement versus Average Speed

We compare the resdts from LAR scheme 1 ad LAR scheme
2 with those horn the flooding dgonthm. h each run, one input
parameter (e.g. average speed, number of nodes, or transmission
range) was varied wtie the other parameters were kept constan~
Our simulation results are an average over 30 runs, each with a
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different mobtity pattern (different mobfity patterns were obtied
by choosing different seeds for a random number generator).

The number of routing packets w) per data packet @P) is de-
picted in Figure 6(a) as a tiction of average speed. This is calc-
ulatedas the ratio of the number of routing packets, and the number
of data packets received by the destination. Figure 60) shows the
same dam but plotted as the percentage improvement using LAR,
relative to flooding algorithm.

Figures 6(a) and @)show that thenumberofrouting packets per
data packet is consistently lower for boti LAR schemes as com-
pared to flooding. As the speed of mobfle hosts is kcreased the
number of routing packets begins to increase for W routing proto-
cols. With higher speed, the frequency of route breaking increases,
so routing overhead to discover new routes rdso increases. How-
ever, LAR schemes 1 and 2 provide a lower rate of increase than
flooding. This is because, with LAR, number of route requests is
si~cantiy reduced by Wting route discove~ to a sder re-
quest zone.

45
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@) Average speed22.5 unitisec

Figure 7: Number of RPs per DP versus Transmission Range (witi
30 nodes)

Figure 7 shows the effect of varying the transmission range.
Typicrdly, the routing overhead decreases with increasing trans-
mission range. Whh a larger transmission range, the frequency of
route dlscove~ should be smder, as wireless Ws W break less
frequently. This factor contributes to a decrease k routing over-
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head for d three schemes. Our schemes condnue to perform better
than flooding. However, with a smder transmission range (200
units in Figure 7), performance of our schemes is not much better
tha flooding. b Figure 7@), LAR scheme 1 performs even worse
firm flooding. When anode forwards a route reques~ it broadcasts
the request to d its neighbom. With a sm~er transmission range,
number of neighbom for each node decreases. ~s factor decreases
the probabtity of a route discove~ within the timeout interval, us-
ing tie initial request zone. Recti tha~ in this case, our schemes
dow the senderto initiate anew route discovery using the flooding
rdgoriti We betieve that MS is the reason why LAR schemes do
not perform too we~ when ~smission range is sM. me differ-
ent request zones used in the two LAR schemes restit in Merent
roudng overhead for the two schemes.

(a) Average smed 4.5 units/see

~) Average speed 22.5 units/see

Figure 8: Number of RPs per DP versus Number of Nodes ~rans-
ndssion range 300 uni ts)

me effect of varying the number of nodes is shown in Figure 8.
Amount of routing overhead for the flooding dgonthm increases
much more rapidy than LAR schemes, when number of nodes is
increased. As noted earfier in the discussion of Figure 7@), smder
probabtity of success of route discovery using initial request zone
contributes to a Iargerrouting overhead. Similar to the case of smd
~smission range, the LAR schemes do not perform much better
than flooding with a sm~ munberof nodes (15 nodes in Figure S).

Fi~e 9 shows the number of routing packets per route discov-

ery. As can be seen in the graph, LAR scheme 2 has tie smdest
number of routing packets per route discovery even though LAR
scheme 1 dso has s~er values than the flooding dgorhhm.
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Figure 9: For 30 nodes, and transmission range 300 units: Number
of RPs per Discove~ versus Speed

impact of Location Error

As noted at the end of the previous section, the location of a node
estimated using GPS may include some error, say e, which causes
each estimated coordinate ~ and ~ to be in error by at most e
units. h the above sirmdations, we assumed e = O. Figure 10(a)
shows how the location error affects routing overhead (i.e., number
of routing packets per data packet).

h Figure 10, our schemes condnue to perform better than flood-
ing for the chosen parameters (i.e., average speed, rmmberof nodes,
tismission range). ~picdy, routing overhead for LAR schemes
increases with increasing location error. However, dtiough it is
hard to see in Figure 10(a), the curve for LAR scheme 1 is not
monotonic~y increasing. Note that the number of routing pack-
ets@) per data packet@P) at e = 75 is sm~er than that at
e = 50.

Whh a larger location error, the size of request zone increases
(See Figure 1l(a) and m)). ~s factor usu~y contributes to an
increase in routing overhead. However, routing overhead, when
location error is increased, may decrease. ~s is because, when the
size of request zone is larger, the probabtity that the discovery ~ti
succeed on the fit attempt is larger, which can restit in smder
number of RPs per DP.

Figure 10@) plots the relative increase in the routing overhead
of LAR schemes 1 and 2, when location error is non-zero, as com-
pared to when the error is O. Observe that the increase in routing
overhead is smd.

LAR schemes use location information to attempt to improve
routing performance. htuition suggests tha~ when location error is
very l~e, such schemes wotid not be very effective. Further work
is needed to determine at what location error levels proposed LAR
schemes become ineffective.

5 Variations and Optimization

Alternative Definitions of Request Zone

h this paper, we consider hvo ways of defining a request zone.
Seved otier dtematives maybe conceived. For insmce, in the
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rectangular request zone of LAR scheme 1, sender node S may be
on the border of the zone (refer Figure 4(a)). hstead, one may
detie a larger rectangle as the request zone. Also, in LAR scheme
1, the sides of the rectangle are always pdel to the X and Y
axes. It is possible to remove this restriction when defining the
rectan@ar region.
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Figure 10: For 30 nodes, average speed 4.5 units/see, and trans-
mission range 300 u nits: (a) Number of routing packets per data
packet versus location error, @) Percentage increase in number of
routing packets per data packet versus location error

b our simulation for the NO LAR schemes, the request zone
is expanded to the entire network space when a sender using our
algorithm ftis to find the route to a desdnation within a timeout
interval. ~s simple strategy of expanding tie request zone causes
performance degradation of LAR schemes with a smaller @srnis-
sion range md number of nodes. ~s scheme maybe improved by
increasing the request zone gradutiy.

Definition of a request zone is dso dependent on how much in-
formation regarding the mobile hosts is available. We assume that
osdy average speed of the nodes is known. It is interesting to con-
sider situations wherein additiond information may be available
(for instance, direction of movement). me impact of dtemative
definitions of request zone is a topic for further work.
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Adaptation of Request Zone

Accuracy of a request zone (i.e., probabtity of tiding a route to the
destination) can be improved by adapting the request zone, initi~y
determined by the source node S, with upto~te location informa-
tion for host D, which can be acquired at some intermediate nodes.
Let us consider the case that node S starts search of a destination
node D within a request zone Z at time tl,which is based on loca-
tion information about D Iearnedby S at time to.bt us assume that
the route requestincludes the timestamp to,because the Iocadon of
node D at time tois used to determine tie request zone. *o, lo-
cation of node S and the time tlwhen the request is originated are
rdso included. Now suppose that some intermediate node I within
Z receives the route request at time t2,where tl < t2.More recent
location information for D may potentidy be known by node I (as
compared to node S), and the expected zone based on that infor-
mation may be different from previous request zone Z. ~erefore,
request zone inititiy determined at a source node may be adapted
at node I. For instance, when using LAR scheme 2, node I may
crdctiate distance from the more recent location of destination D
that it knows, and use this distance in the decision tie (to decide
whether to discard a route request) of scheme 2.
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Figure 11: For 30 nodes, average speed 4.5 units/see, and transmiss-
ion range 300 nits: (a) Size of request zone versus location error,
@) Percentage increase in the size of request zone
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Propagation of Location and Speed Information

Ktidy, in ad hoc nehvork environments, a node may not know
the physical location (either current or old) of otier hosts. How-
ever, as time progress, each node can get location information for
many hosk either as a restit of its own route discove~ or as are-
stit of message forwarding for another node’s route discove~. For
instance, if node S includes its current location in the route request
message, and if node D includes its current location in the route
reply message, then each node receiving tiese messages can know
the locations of nodes S and D, respectively. b gened, location
information may be propagated by piggybacking it on any packe~
Stiarly, a node may propagate to other nodes its average speed
(over a recent interval of time) information. h our simtiations, we
resume that average speed is constant and known to dl nodes. h
practice, tie average speed cotid be time-varian~

Local Search

h our protocol, any intermediate node I detecting routing ftiure
(due to a broken ~) informs the source node S by sending a route
error packet (see Figure 12(a)). Then, S initiates a new route dis-
covery (using a request zone), to find a path to the destination D.
As we have &eady seen, if we use location information, routing
messages can be reduced by fimiting propagation of route request
packets to the request zone determined (impficitiy or expticitiy) by
node S, as shown in Figure 12@). Figure 12(c) shows how this
scheme may be improved to reduce the size of request zone as we~
as latency of route redetermination for node D. ~s can be done
by tiowing any intermediate node I detecting route error to initiate
a route discovery using a request zone based on its own location in-
formation for node D. Such a localsearch may resdt in a stier
request zone (as shown in Figure 12(c)) because node I may be
closer to D than S. Smtier request zone cotid reduce routing over-
head. The time to fid the new path to D may dso be reduced, as a
sm~er request zone is searched.

0) (c)

Figure 12: Local Search to Re*stabfish a Broken Route

6 Conclusion

This paper describes how location information may be used to re-
duce the routing overhead in ad hoc networks. We present two
location-aided routing @AR) protocols. These protocols tit the
search for a route to the so-ctied request zone, determined based
on the expected location of the destination node at the time of route
discove~. Simtiation results indicate that using location informa-
tion resdts in si@candy lower routing overhead, as compared to
an algorithm that does not use location information.

We dso suggest some optimization that can improve the per-
formance of proposed LAR schemes. Further work is required to
evrduate efficacy of these optiruizations, and dso to develop other
ways of using location information in ad hoc networks.
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